WE ARE LOOKING FOR APPLICANTS FOR THE FOLLOWING POSITION AT OUR HEADQUARTERS IN AUSTRIA:

HARDWARE DEVELOPER (M/W)
IN WARTBERG OB DER AIST, UPPER AUSTRIA

YOUR TASKS
▶ Development of analog and digital electronics with microcontroller for the area automobile, in collaboration with our software department
▶ Self dependent decision about used components
▶ Creation of engineering data conforming to standards Support of our internal modern electronics production

YOUR PROFILE
▶ University degree in Computer Engineering – focus on Hardware Design or equivalent with practical experience
▶ Experience in development of electronics - especially in the field of printed board design with modern software tools
▶ Good English conversation skills

WHAT WE OFFER
▶ Interesting field of activity with multiple assignments centered around our core business needs
▶ Direct management reporting structure and high level of design/idea freedom
▶ Innovative international company, with modern headquarters and various benefits

LIVING IN LINZ
▶ Assistance with finding accommodation
▶ Family friendly city; good schools, public transport, hospitals etc.
▶ Central location with good access to major European cities

The international Team of STEINBAUER Performance is waiting for your application.

STEINBAUER Performance Austria GmbH
Betriebsstrasse 21 • 4224 Wartberg ob der Aist (exit Unterweitersdorf)
T: +43 (7236) / 21 8 21-0
E-Mail to: karriere@steinbauer.cc
WWW.STEINBAUER.CC